
Over the past six years, I have been organising as a student activist for liberation in 
Northern Ireland, the most repressive regime in Western Europe. In our successful 
campaigns for abortion access and marriage equality across Ireland, I have seen 
first-hand what a successful grassroots movement that wins looks like. It’s time to 
build that movement across the country, It’s time for us to take our liberation 
movement back to where it started, reigniting passionate people-powered campaigns 
built and led by students.  
 
 
My Key Achievements/Record  

• Part-Time International Students’ Officer, QUBSU 
• Two-term VP Equality & Diversity, QUBSU 
• Created award-winning campaigns, including the first Trans student 

campaign & the first Black History Month across Ireland 
• NI Representative on NUS BSC & ISC Committees 
• Built the NUS-USI BAME campaign  
• Board Member of Alliance For Choice, the campaign for Reproductive Justice 

in NI 
 
Volunteer support and supporting liberation officers on the ground  

Having been a part-time officer in my own union, as well as holding volunteer 
positions within NUS during my time as a student I know the hurdles activists face in 
organising locally. We need to do better in supporting our volunteer activists and 
liberation officers, and build a grassroots movement by equipping our students with 
the tools and knowledge they need to organise on the ground. We also need to 
support dedicated organising networks - physically and digitally - that work for 
students in further education, apprenticeship programmes and higher education. We 
need to reclaim the power of our national union in building a grassroots movement, 
and supporting student activists with the tools and knowledge they need to build 
campaigns locally.  
 

Key Priorities 
 
Covid-19 Response and Liberated Healthcare 
In response to COVID19, we must expose the truth of this crisis: it has hit the most 
marginalised communities the hardest. We cannot return to a status quo or a ‘normal’ 
which was broken for so many. COVID19 has highlighted how austerity has 
decimated healthcare services, domestic violence services and benefit support. We 
must continue to fight austerity and campaign for a liberated and sustainable 
healthcare system. 
 
I will: 

• Campaign for increased funding and support for survivors of domestic 
violence and other forms of gender-based violence.  

• Actively partner with the disbled people’s movement to redress the 
government’s implementation of eugenicist policies throughout the COVID-19 
crisis. 

• Fight against delays on reforming the Gender Recognition Act and call for the 
removal of barriers to accessing trans healthcare. 

• Highlight the need for continued abortion telemedicine services beyond 
COVID19. This pandemic has further highlighted the barriers to accessing 
reproductive healthcare throughout the UK, and particularly in Northern 
Ireland. 



• Redress the student mental health crisis post COVID-19 by fighting for 
increased access for students, and removing barriers for student liberation 
communities.  

 
Liberated Education 
It’s a disgrace that our broken education system is characterised by damning 
attainment recognition gaps for students of colour and disabled students, the hostile 
environment that promotes the surveillance of Muslim students and student activists, 
and the violence faced by so many of us. A liberated education system for all will 
only be achieved when the structural barriers underpinning these systemic injustices 
are torn down, and all students can thrive. No learner can be left behind any longer. 
 
I will: 

• Create a national action plan to close the attainment gaps that recognises the 
structural reasons for these gaps, and harness the power of activists and 
academics to actualise this 

• Develop a national framework for decolonising and liberating our education 
system, so that students in every part of the country can realise their power to 
decolonise their colleges and universities. 

• Fight against the government’s surveillance and securitisation agenda, 
including support for Muslim students resisting the Prevent agenda.  

• Devise new strategies to combat hate crime in colleges and universities 
epescially online spaces, and work to exterminate xenophobic, anti-semetic, 
anti-Black, anti-queer, and misognistic rhetoric from our places of learning.   

 
Internationalism 
As an international student whose journey in NUS began in the International 
Students’ Campaign, international solidarity is particularly close to my heart. The 
student movement has proudly been at the forefront of championing social justice 
internationally, from the anti-apartheid movement in the 80s, to fighting for bodily 
autonomy globally today.  
 
I will: 

• Equip student liberation communities on campuses to build campaigns with 
students across the globe and learn from one another. 

• Ensuring that global awareness and solidarity is applied at the core of NUS’ 
work, especially in building campaigns around economic justice, social 
justice, climate justice and for a decolonised, liberated education system. 

 
The Future of Liberation 
 
Throughout turnaround we have seen Liberation in NUS take the hardest hit. From 
threatening to defund our Trans campaign, to us wholly losing autonomous liberation 
campaigns. NUS has not been transparent in decision-making processes that have 
led to replacing the 5 liberation officer roles with the position of VP Liberation & 
Equality. Moving forward it is vital we engage the membership in processes, while 
working to bring back the 5 liberation officers as soon as possible. We must protect 
the movement that we have now, and work to ensure as NUS enters its 100th year 
liberation stays at the core of its work.  
 
 


